INVITATION

MLADINSKO SHOWCASE
From 5 to 8 April 2018
4 days, 6 performances, English surtitles

NO ALARMS AND NO SURPRISES
62nd season

The Mladinsko Theatre will provide accommodation, theatre tickets and organise your stay so you can just enjoy the programme.

OUR VIOLENCE AND YOUR VIOLENCE

Inspired by Peter Weiss' novel The Aesthetics of Resistance
Directed by Oliver Frljić
Commission and production: HAU Hebbel am Ufer, Berlin
Co-production: Mladinsko Theatre (Ljubljana), Wiener Festwochen (Vienna), Zürcher Theater Spektakel (Zürich), Kunstfest Weimar (Weimar), Croatian National Theatre Ivan pl. Zajc (Rijeka)
Regional co-producer: MESS Sarajevo
Supported by: German Federal Cultural Foundation

The Brave New World award bestowed by the Dani magazine at the MESS Sarajevo Festival
Thursday, 5 April, at 19:00

THE RISTIĆ COMPLEX
(MISSA FOR YUGOSLAVIA)

Directed by Oliver Frljić
Co-production: Mladinsko Theatre (Ljubljana), CNT Ivan pl. Zajc (Rijeka), BITEF (Belgrade), MOT (Skopje)

Radovan Marušić award for best overall design, award for best direction and Grand Prix for best production at the B&H Drama Festival in Zenica
Friday, 6 April, at 18:00

THE REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA

All the authors of the performance will remain anonymous. In this context, the individual simply isn’t important. What is important is the stat(ur)e. The project is a co-production between Mladinsko Theatre under the leadership of the Director Tibor Mihelič Syed and the Artistic Director Goran Injac, and Maska Ljubljana headed by Janez Janša.

Special award for outstanding political engagement at the Maribor Theatre Festival and Šeligo award for best overall production at the Week of Slovenian Drama festival
Friday, 6 April, at 20:30
INVITATION

HITCHCOCK
Agnieszka Jakimiak (text and dramaturgy), Katarzyna Leks (set and costume design), Agata Maszkiewicz (choreography), Weronika Szczawińska (director), Piotr Wawer jr. (dramaturgy and music selection)
Saturday, 7 April, at 19:00

Bara Kolenc and Atej Tutta:
METAMORPHOSES 4°: BLACKHOLES
Co-produced by: Mladinsko Theatre (Ljubljana), Schauspiel Dortmund, Kino Šiška Centre for Urban Culture (Ljubljana)
Metamorphoses 4°: Blackholes has been awarded the "Werkaufrag des Theatertreffen Stückemarkts 2016", funded by the Bundeszentrale für Politische Bildung (bpb).
Saturday, 7 April, at 21:00

THE MAN WHO WATCHED THE WORLD
Directed by Žiga Divjak
Awards for best direction and for acting (acting ensemble) at the Maribor Theatre Festival
Sunday, 8 April, at 19:00

Since the Mladinsko isn’t just Slovenian and since art prefers to roam free of language borders, we have prepared English surtitles for you.

Let us know if you are coming by 15 March 2018 at marketing@mladinsko-gl.si.

Looking forward to greeting you in our theatre!

Goran Injac
Artistic Director
M +386 31 612 073
goran.injac@mladinsko-gl.si

Mladinsko Theatre
Vilharjeva 11
SI-1000 Ljubljana
P +386 (0) 3004 900
www.mladinsko.com

The programme of the Mladinsko Theatre is co-financed by the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Slovenia.
The founder of the Mladinsko Theatre is the City of Ljubljana.